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State-of-the-Art Next Generation Open Innovation Platforms
Murielle De Roche, Monika Blaser, Patrick Hollinger, and Thomas Hanne
School of Business, Institute for Information Systems
University of Applied Sciences and Arts Northwestern Switzerland, Switzerland

Abstract
Over the last years, more and more companies recognized the potential of external innovative
people and experts working as powerful crowd of creativity. This results in a growing number of
Open Innovation Platforms (OIPs) and related publications. What is currently missing, is an
overview and comparison of existing OIPs considering their strengths and weaknesses and an
outlook to the next generation of OIPs in terms of improvements and new functions this next
generation is expected to provide. By analyzing seven of the most relevant OIPs (Atizo,
Crowdwerk, Ideas4all, InnoCentive, Jovoto, OpenIDEO, Quirky) and one software provider
(Qmarkets), this paper points out the current state-of-the-art. Based on literature research, self‐
experience and qualitative interviews with experienced persons working in different roles with
Atizo and Qmarkets platforms, it turned out that the current platforms offer quite a similar scope
in terms of functionality, usability, process, and user support. In addition, the rewarding system
for the innovators differs mostly in the naming or height of the rewards only. Hence, we work out
ideas for new features the next generation of OIPs should offer to increase attraction and value for
both, innovators and companies searching for ideas. By rating the ideas in terms of implementation
effort / complexity and value / impact for innovators and companies, insights into the most
important and most valuable requirements for the next generation OIPs are provided.
Keywords: open innovation, open innovation platforms, crowdsourcing
Recommended Citation: De Roche, M., Blaser, M., Hollinger, P., & Hanne, T. (2021). State-ofthe-art next generation open innovation platforms. In C. Cobanoglu, & V. Della Corte (Eds.),
Advances in global services and retail management (pp. 1-16). USF M3 Publishing.
https://www.doi.org/10.5038/9781955833035
Introduction
Open innovation is not a new idea or a topic, which has grown in the past years. Not at all, already
in the year 1714 the British Parliament has called for solutions to solve the problem to determine
the longitude at sea and offered a prize of 20.000 pounds for the winning solution (Stoetzel &
Amberg, 2011). Therefore, it is no surprise, that the concept of asking others for ideas solving a
specific problem or getting input for the creation of new products was developed over the next
centuries. With the dissemination of the Internet, this kind of research was simplified a lot and the
power of the crowd became more and more important.
Motivation
Open Innovation Platforms have attracted a considerable interest over the past years and today
there are numerous of them ‐ some with considerable and others with insignificant traffic. Because
of the rapid increase of easily accessible OIPs it is hard to find the most appropriate one out of
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current wide field of offered solutions regarding process, functionality, usability, and user support.
In addition, for new providers of OIPs, it is crucial to understand the user's needs with respect to
the same aspects, i.e., process, functionality, usability, and user support. Understanding the
strengths and weaknesses of current solutions ‐ as well as the needs and requirements of OIP users
‐ is the base for developing new ideas for next generation OIPs. This is exactly what the present
paper is aimed at: Showing the current state-of-the-art of OIPs, find out what users are missing
currently, and develop ideas for improvement to establish a new state-of-the-art for next generation
OIPs.
Gap in the Literature
A lot of literature can be found when looking for buzzwords like “Open Innovation” or
“Crowdsourcing”. Getting an overview that lists the pros and cons of the platforms is very hard
and was not found in literature, as the platforms have similar or even duplicate functionalities. In
addition, companies are offering additional services like consulting, innovation management and
so on. There are sources like for example Gassmann (2013) that take the chance to have a prospect
to the future of Open Innovation or Crowdsourcing. They estimate, where the future journey is
leading to, but they do not describe concrete features or improvements of the platforms themselves.
Problem Statement
Following is the problem statement the present work wants to elaborate: By improving user
experience, developing new functionalities, and introducing more flexibility to the innovation
process, the next generation of Open Innovation Platforms increases attraction and value for
companies and innovators. The central terms of the statement are defined as follows:
•
•
•

"Companies" are enterprises, that are looking for innovation from outside and place
corresponding projects on OIPs
"Innovators" are people that contribute on the platform and for example generate new
ideas for companies
"Attraction and value" mean to improve the quality of ideas entered, increase the traffic
(number of innovators and projects) with a deeper relationship to the platform, create
more attractive rewards etc.

To be able to either confirm or disprove the problem statement of the present paper, the following
research questions need to be answered:
1. Which are the most popular OIPs today and what are their strengths and weaknesses?
2. What are the most important features of OIPs regarding functionality, process, user
support, and user acceptance?
3. What is missing in today's OIPs?
4. What features need to be provided in a next generation of OIPs regarding functionality,
process, user support, and user acceptance?
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Delineations and Limitations
The present paper focuses on web platforms, which are freely accessible on the Internet. Offline
OIPs were not scope of this work. OIPs for entrepreneurs or intrapreneurs within an organization
were not considered, too. Crowdsourcing is involved partially as the power of a crowd has a high
relevance for OIPs. The evaluation of the platforms was primarily made from the point of view of
the innovators ‐ companies and intermediaries view was included, where it was possible.
Structure of the Paper
The present paper briefly presents some background information in Section 2. After that, an
overview of the used research methodology is given in Section 3. The analysis of existing
platforms follows in Section 4 by first explaining the selection of platforms considered for a deeper
analysis. The deep dive into the different platforms follows. In a short summary, the authors give
an overview of the main differences of the platforms in Subsection 4.3, before the definition of the
current state‐of‐the‐art is described in Subsection 4.4. In Section 5, concepts for next generation
OIPs are worked out regarding new functions or features which address current weaknesses or that
are expected to bring up additional value to the users or the companies searching for innovations.
The paper end with a conclusion in Section 6.
Background on Open Innovation Platforms
Combining Open Innovation and Platform creates the term Open Innovation Platform (OIP), which
indicates that the open innovation process is supported by an IT system. Thus, an OIP is "a virtual
environment to facilitate the interaction among organizers and innovators" (Hallerstede, 2013). It
"is defined as a virtual environment that offers digital services, with the aim to allow the creation
of innovations by facilitating time‐ and location‐independent, voluntary interaction of innovators"
(Hallerstede, 2013). Based on this definition, we can assume that an OIP usually offers services
for collaboration, networking and sharing thoughts and ideas. Those services are provided through
a modern user interface that is independent of time and location – like a web‐based application or
a mobile app. Based on technological changes which gave the opportunity to rapidly develop new
collaborative platforms and due to the fact, that open innovation represents a very wide field of
diversity, the number of OIPs was continuously growing over the past years (Stoetzel & Amberg,
2011). It makes a difference, depending on what kind of platform we are talking about. On
marketplace platforms for example, already existing products can be bought or can be financed by
the crowd. Company‐owned platforms on the other hand, provide projects, where branding, design
or better products can be inserted.
Methods
The goal of the present work is to provide an overview of the current state-of-the-art of OIPs and
to elaborate ideas how to address the major weaknesses of existing platforms. Those ideas
represent requirements for the next generation of OIPs. To achieve the above-mentioned goals,
first an analysis of the most relevant existing OIPs is done. Strengths and weaknesses of existing
platforms are worked out as well as gaps to be addressed in the next generation of OIPs. Aspects
that are considered within this analysis are functionality and features, innovation process support,
user support, usability, and user acceptance. The as‐is analysis is composed of literature review,
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self‐experience of the authors (using the existing OIPs) and three qualitative interviews with the
most relevant parties of the open innovation process. One interview with an innovator, one with a
representative of a company that is searching for innovation and the third one with a person acting
as an intermediary between innovator and company while providing the appropriate software. As
second part, based on the as‐is analysis and the detected gaps, improvement ideas are generated
and worked out to requirements for future OIPs. Source for improvement ideas are the gaps
detected on the one hand during the literature review, but on the other hand especially during the
interviews with mentioned key players in the open innovation process. The combination of those
three methodological approaches – literature review, self-experience, and interviews ‐ should
ensure a comprehensive and practice-oriented point of view to produce ideas for next generation
OIPs with appropriate relevance and feasibility.
Existing Platforms
When browsing the Internet for OIPs, one can find hundreds of different platforms available. The
present paper should focus on the most relevant ones and analyze them. As relevant, we considered
platforms with significant traffic in terms of active projects or challenges and participating users.
The following sections provide an overview of the platforms considered in the present paper. It
starts with the description of how the most relevant platforms were identified and selected for the
deeper analysis and comparison and gives reasons why other platforms are not considered for the
same. After the selection procedure, the deep dives of selected platforms follow before the chosen
platforms are compared to each other.
Selection of "Top" Platforms
The success of a company is largely explained by the quality of the employees and therefore the
quality of the human resources process. Hence the impact of improving this process with
technological assistance is expected to be measurable in quantitative figures and qualitative
factors. Our motivation is to identify the factors responsible for a successful matching of job
candidates with job profiles to noticeably improve the company’s performance. Therefore, the
focus is on qualitative statements which lead to quantitative results.
Problem Statement
As described above, it was important for the selection, that the platforms have significant traffic
and a large community of innovators. It was also taken care of, that the platforms have many
projects and a continuous flow of new projects to collaborate. A couple of platforms – like for
example InnoCentive, NineSigma, Yet2 – were subject of previous research papers, for example
a paper, which provides a framework that supports companies to select the appropriate OIP based
on their needs for the open innovation process (Balaneji et al., 2013). Another, report provides an
overview of web‐based intermediate platforms with the focus on the services supporting the
innovation seekers (Aquilani, Abbate, & Dominici, 2016, p. 1). Such papers were taken as source
of inspiration. Nevertheless, for the present research it was important, that a contribution and a
login on the platform are possible to see what functions and reward‐systems are available. The
geographical variety was also tried to keep care of – so the selection of the platforms reaches from
platforms in Switzerland, Germany, Spain, and the USA. The following criteria were used to select
the most relevant OIPs:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Free of charge for innovators
Nonbinding creation of a user account as an innovator must be possible
Of type intermediaries' idea platforms
Number of participating innovators
Number of running projects
Geographical diversity of the platforms (no special country preferred)

Another approach to select the most relevant platforms is the Forrester Wave Methodology (Bieler,
2016, p. 12). In this report, the two dimensions current offering and the strategy of the provider
are rated. The Forrester Waves methodology helps to evaluate innovation management solutions
software within several scenarios. As this paper is selecting and rating relevant idea intermediaries,
the Forrester Waves were supportive. However, the final selection was done by the criteria
mentioned before. The following platforms were selected for the deep dive: Atizio, Crowdwerk,
Ideas4all, InnoCentive, Jovoto, OpenIDEO, Qmarkets, Quirky. With the selection of Qmarkets, a
software provider was also considered for the analysis to get additional insights and an overall
picture. The selection of InnoCentive was done exceptionally, even if the platform does not fulfill
all the above listed criteria: InnoCentive is a platform of type "R&D" and not "idea" – like all
others. Nevertheless, this platform has been chosen for deeper analysis because of its global
extension and its high degree of brand popularity. Besides that, there are expectations to get some
additional and maybe different inputs when taking a platform of another type into the deep dive.
The full list of identified and reviewed platforms is available for the authors on request (including
a short explanation why the corresponding platforms are not in the selection for deep dive). For
length reasons, the details of the “deep dive” are skipped from the paper but are available from the
corresponding author.
Comparison of Existing Platforms
To compare the selected platforms, OIP software is also included in the evaluation to see if it offers
more functionality than the available OIP platforms or whether it has a special functionality that
could enrich a future OIP. To do so, the software from Qmarkets was selected. For this software,
we had the chance to get some insights on a current installation at the Swiss Post – a customer of
Qmarkets – to see what the software offers. An important point to know for the innovator is how
the process or the sequence of project steps works. This is not exactly in the same way documented
on every platform. Atizo provides a deadline for the idea‐ collecting phase only – but also this
deadline from time to time is postponed without any reason or explanation to the community why
the deadline is redefined. After the collecting phase, it is not clear what the further steps of the
project are. Some projects have the same status for several months already and an evaluation of
the ideas is still open. We could find similarities to the platform of InnoCentive – there is also a
deadline for participation defined only. Absolutely no information or just very sparse information
is available on the platforms Crowdwerk and Ideas4all. On those platforms, is fully unclear in
which timeframe a contribution to the project is possible. Much better information is provided on
the platforms Jovoto and OpenIDEO. There is already visible in advance, which steps are valid for
the project, how long the different phases are, and in which stage the project is. Therefore, it is
clear how and in which way it is possible to contribute and support the project. Quirky has a very
different approach. Someone has an idea and is looking for help to bring the idea alive. In this
case, deadlines and the different steps are not that important as in the other cases. It is more
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important to evolve the idea and to reach different levels with the idea / product for example by
building a prototype, an animation, a blueprint, or other helpful feeds.
Another also very important factor is the rewarding system of the platform. The platforms usually
support two different rewarding systems. On one hand, there are community‐points – depending
on the platform, they have different names (for example Karma, DQ Points, Points, Score, Brain‐
Fu). These points have two different functions – this is also varying from platform to platform.
Atizo, OpenIDEO, Crowdwerk and Ideas4all use the points as a kind of status and as an indicator
for the community about the success, the experience, and the level of activity of a certain user.
Jovoto uses its "Karma" for a different purpose. On this platform, users must qualify and to earn
one’s stripes with so‐called public challenges. Only after obtaining enough experience a user will
be invited for “private challenges” or can apply for them. So, it is a kind of status too, but also
affects the number and type of challenges users can contribute. Another possibility to reward the
innovator is via a premium / bounty. Ideas, which are selected by the companies, win a part of the
monetary prize. This means, not only one single idea can win, but also the company can select
multiple ideas they like. In this case, the money is split in different parts. The rewards are different
from platform to platform and start at CHF 200 at Crowdwerk, CHF 1000‐2000 at Atizo and goes
up to multiple CHF 10’000 at Jovoto and InnoCentive. On most of the platforms, the sum of the
prizes is published, but only Jovoto communicates very transparently how they split the money
and that there is not only the winner who can earn some money. Jovoto also has prizes for
contributing, for newcomers or for useful feedback. For some projects even a license fee is paid.
Also in this area, Quirky works a bit differently. The innovator has the goal to transform their idea
into a real product. If this happens, the innovator profits from every sold piece. Nevertheless, not
only the innovator, but also users that contributed and delivered input to the project, can benefit.
Concerning usability, most of the platforms are very structured and clear. Ideas4all and
Crowdwerk are not that well‐structured as the other platforms and it is harder to get an overview
of running challenges or to find out the way to contribute. Furthermore, the descriptions of the
individual challenges / projects are not that clear on these platforms. Atizo is placed in the middle
of the range in terms of usability. The platform is quite well arranged, and it is clear how to
contribute. In general, the user interface looks a bit outdated, compared to other platforms. Very
nice and pleasing designs represent the platforms like Jovoto or OpenIDEO. Those platforms look
modern, clear, and invite for contribution. Also, the functionality of idea submission and idea
rating is on most of the platforms quite similar. On Atizo Crowdwerk, Ideas4all, Jovoto,
OpenIDEO and Quirky, the ideas of other innovators can be reviewed, and the users can leave a
comment and it is possible to vote for them in different ways, for example by giving a "like" or
rating by stars. Submitting an idea is on all the platforms quite simple and intuitive. Either it is
supported by a simple web form or the user is navigated through a short user flow. When analyzing
the Qmarkets software, we could see that the software offers different possibilities for
customization and integration with other applications. Such customization could bring additional
value to the existing OIPs to set oneself apart from the other platforms. Regarding functional scope
for the contributors, the software offers are almost the same as the other platforms provide. The
administrators or power users can define campaigns, rewards, and a point system for innovators.
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Table 1. Comparison of Existing Platforms
Jovoto

OpenIDEO

Quirky

Special
features

Transparent process with
clear stages and deadlines
Review of other
innovator's ideas
Rating of voting of
challenges/ideas/
solutions
Comment on challenges
/ideas/solutions
Attachment to
challenges/ideas/
solutions
Notification when new
challenges/projects are
submitted
Different manners of
contribution (On
challenge or task level, in
open challenges or in
closed user groups,
"standalone" idea
submission, etc.)
Communication function
(chat, messaging, e‐mail)
User ranking or tagging
(according to activity
level, rewards, etc.)
Packages for companies
Consulting services
Offline events
(workshops, brown bag
sessions etc.)
"Build on" or "Copy"
function for challenges
/ideas/solutions

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

DQ
Points
Overview
only
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Unclear*

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Mails only

Mails
only
x

x

Mails
only
x

Mails
only
x

Mails
only

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

Ideas4all

Process

Easy & quick registration
process
Easy and intuitive idea
submission process
Overview of running
challenges
Search and filter
functionality on
challenges and/or ideas
Personal user profile with
overview about own
activities and success

Crowdwerk

Usability

InnoCentive

Category & Criteria

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Filtering on
ideas is possible,
searchingnot
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Feedback
possible
Like only

x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
"cite"
function

x

"contribute"
&
"influence"
function

*no new project started during self-experience

Our analysis and comparison of platforms additionally pointed out that there is no huge difference
between classical idea platforms (like for example OpenIDEO) and R&D platforms (like for
example InnoCentive). The main difference could be found in the formulation of the initial
position, question of a challenge and in the expected deliverable. On R&D platforms, the
challenges are formulated more technically, and the innovators must deliver not only a high‐level
formulated idea, but also something like a technical paper. Table 1 summarizes the comparison of
platforms considering their main features in the areas of usability, process, special features, user
support and rewarding system. Note that the software provider Qmarkets is not part of the table
7
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because direct comparison of the functions was not possible. The table points out, that the
platforms are quite similar in terms of their functional scope. Based on this information, the outline
of current state‐of‐the‐art of OIPs will be given in the next section.
Current “State-of-the-Art”
After the comparison of the investigated platforms, the platform analysis is completed with an
assessment of the current "state‐of‐the‐art" of OIPs, which points out the existing capabilities as
well as the missing features. In this section, we provide a summary of what features and functions
a modern and relevant platform needs to provide regarding usability, process support,
functionality, user support, rewarding system to be successful in the market. This aggregation is
done again with both perspectives – innovators and companies searching for ideas – and it is based
on the self‐experiment and the interviews we made with experts in different roles. The following
functions and features we consider as relevant for users (innovators):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy and quick registration process
Easy and intuitive idea submission process
Transparent innovation process with clear stages and deadlines
Clear overview of running challenges with search and filter functionality
Transparent and fair rewarding system
Enablement of working in groups / teams
Communication functions like messaging, chat, e‐mail
Voting function to vote for ideas submitted by other innovators or for challenges
Possibility to review the solutions / ideas of other innovators (for inspiration, but also to
prevent duplicates)
Upload function for attachments like files, videos, mp3 files etc.
User profile with overview of own activities and success
Extended user profile functions (like for example batches)
Configurative notification service to get informed for example when a new challenge in a
specific area is released or when the innovator's solution was liked or commented
Blogs to share knowledge between the innovators
Offline activities and events (for example innovation workshops)
Success stories from past challenges to motivate innovators for contribution
Easily accessible user support, for example by hotline, chat function or e‐mail
Additional supporting material or pages like for example Q&A, checklists, instructions,
or templates for specific innovation techniques (for example brainstorming and
prototyping)

For companies (that are providing projects) we identified the following functions and features with
high relevance:
•
•
•
•

Attractive offerings supporting the different needs of companies (for example flat rate
package vs. individual payment per challenge)
Easy onboarding process and intuitive submission of challenges
Possibility to raise a "secret" challenge where contribution only with NDA is possible
Process that supports the different phases like idea generation, refinement, selection etc.

https://digitalcommons.usf.edu/m3publishing/vol5/iss2021/98
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Clear overview of the submitted solutions to each challenge with search and filter options
Possibility to get in touch with the innovators
Possibility to work together with specific innovators or groups of innovators
Different rewarding options, for example monetary and / or points system and the
possibility to split the prize or the points
Reports and statistics to own challenges
Consulting services for example to formulate a challenge and ask the appropriate
questions or to select the "best" idea

As Table 1 illustrates, most of the analyzed platforms cover the above listed needs quite well in
the form of features and functions. Nevertheless, we identified some gaps in terms of missing
features and functions – in which the next section of the paper will go into.
Missing Features
The main potential of the assessed platforms was identified in the two areas of community
management and the user support: For example, there were nowhere suggestions of possible other
users to connect or the possibility to get automatic project recommendations according to the user
profile. On some platforms, the profile includes this information but only after contributing a while
or it is possible to search other users (Jovoto and InnoCentive). There were almost no activities
visible to converse with the community and to enhance it proactively. The user support can be
improved generally: A clear guiding is missing on most of the platforms. There are many open
questions, which cannot be answered easily and quickly. For new users it is sometimes difficult to
cope on the platform. Fast help (e.g., with a chatbot or a personal contact per challenge is currently
hardly available. Of course, the entire platforms were designed responsive for accessing via mobile
phone, but none of the assessed ones provided an own mobile application. That is perhaps not
important to enter an idea or contribute to a challenge, but to browse the challenges, entering
comments, completing the profile, or searching the community; it could perhaps be easier via
smartphone. Furthermore, what kinds of features are absent at the current state of the art is very
individual. It depends on what functionality users want to use and it depends on the project size,
or what kind of challenge it is (prototype, concept, design challenge etc.). The following sections
provide a set of ideas that on the one hand could fill the gaps on existing OIPs, but on the other
hand would bring additional functions to differentiate from other platforms. Some of the ideas are
quite forward‐looking and would bring up the possibility to create a unique value proposition for
both – innovators and companies – which will be very important for the next generation of OIPs.
Next Generation Open Innovation Platforms
How is the new user experience of OIPs, how do new functionalities look like and how flexible
will the process be in the future? For answering this question, the authors looked for changing of
the environment as well as indicators and statements underlining the prospects. If we go one step
back and wonder, why do we want to change the platforms anyway? Is there even a need for
change? There are different predictions and expectations for answering this question. According
to Bastian Underberg, founder and CEO of Jovoto, there is a big need for a change (Elsässer,
2016). In an interview he states that the way in which the next generation of talents wants to work
is fundamentally changing. At the same time, many organizations are challenged by the speed and
pace of innovation outside their own organization. Today’s organizational design will not survive
9
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the next five years. These two bold trends will result in massive growth for Jovoto. Today, only a
small share of all Jovoto users considers Jovoto their primary source of income. This will change:
He is sure that in five years there will be more than 10.000 top‐talents who understand Jovoto as
the utopian workplace of choice that became a reality (Elsässer, 2016). Lorenz Wyss, ideation
manager of Swiss Post, gives another statement during an that leads in the opposite direction. As
he works with different ideation and innovation software for years, he is convinced that people do
not need another bunch of features. He furthermore reveals that no tool can replace the creativity
of a human being and favors the conclusion “less is more” (Blaser & Hollinger, 2016, p. 2).
However, which prediction might come true, the following section shows the improvements and
optimizations for the next generation OIPs.
Requirements and Improvements
For being a relevant OIP, the authors conclude, that a successful platform has projects and
innovators: As a basic condition or even a prerequisite, continuous flow of new projects is
important, that the users are challenged regularly and can contribute repeatedly. A lack of new
projects results in less user attraction, less contribution and does not attract new companies. It is
the commonly known “chicken and egg” problem. Without projects the community stays small,
the platform is not attractive to contribute, and with a small community, the platform is not
interesting for companies, which are looking for ideas. The same happens with transparency and
clear communication as a prerequisite for a successful OIPs. If the process is too complicated or
nontransparent, or the communication as well as the appearance of the landing page is confusing,
innovators will not submit their ideas.
Other factors identify a successful OIP in the future according to our interview partners who have,
for instance, gained the experience that personalization of the platform is essential: To implement
the own workflows, to adapt the own design and a close collaboration with the software developers
for implementing enhancements is important (Blaser & Hollinger, 2016). Of course, the prize of
the platform or the project execution is key, too. Additionally, easy accessibility and broad
visibility is very important as well as simple and extensive reporting possibilities. For the future,
a reduction of the flood of tools – without reduction of flexibility ‐ will matter more. “One platform
only” philosophy will reduce costs and raise efficiency.
Another interviewee with the argumentation of visibility: For him it is fundamental to find the
relevant people and partners by enlarging the community and therefore the network of the company
(Blaser, 2016a). Marketing activities are indispensable, and they can be pushed by the OIP.
According to a Forrester report (2016), the best platforms are hyper-adaptable, accessible, and user
friendly. They keep all barriers to innovation as low as possible. It states also that there is only
limited differentiation based on features and functions and mobility is weak for most of the current
platforms. The most important area for improvement is the idea selection (Bieler, 2016). Many
ideas were generated during this project: On the one hand by the authors and from the interview
partners on the other hand. All these concrete ideas, features, and improvements are presented and
shortly described in the next section. The order of the description is not relevant. As every idea
will be prioritized afterwards (see Figure 1), they have an identification number in the title.
•

Personal success portfolio (1): All the submitted or / and awarded ideas of an innovator
end up in a portfolio, that is generated regularly. The portfolio discloses the personal
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•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

success by graphs, top five ideas or highlights from the innovator. It can be used as a
reference in a job application, as a work sample or similar.
Offline‐events and workshops (2): Innovators want to be part of it, as learned in an
interview (Blaser, 2016b, p. 1). This circumstance can be satisfied by a workshop to
deepen or implement the ideas. It can also be an event for networking and get‐together.
There could be a fitting topic for a short keynote as an icebreaker and for that, people can
learn or test something. The OIP could have a functionality to organize such events
easily.
Tag and comment ideas (3): There are platforms that already interact with their
innovators. The frequency could be higher, because it really motivates innovators when
they get feedback from the company if they are on the good or wrong track. They then
continue submitting ideas or being active on the platform e.g., in commenting other ideas.
Another shortcut possibility for interacting with the crowd is to tag ideas with a symbol
like a heart or a star. A moderator from the company could do this.
Speech entry (4): Imagine not having to submit ideas by typing, but by speaking. Voice
recognition with automatic converting is a great time saver as well as a huge
improvement of the usability. Painful tagging of the ideas will be omitted because it is
done automatically.
Save drafts (5): A small but very helpful feature could be the possibility to save drafts.
When you insert an idea and are interrupted during that work, today no facility exists to
do so.
Quick and dirty” procedure (6): The number of available projects leads to more
innovators. Having a fast‐run and succinct process for smaller projects could help to
attract the innovators and leads to more traffic on the platform. It reduces waiting time
and innovators know faster if they are rewarded or not.
Expand the incentives (7): Why always having the monotone and uninspired medium of
money for awarding? There are so many great opportunities a company has, for making
innovators happy. There are giveaways like products or merchandising articles or
vouchers for a free choice of products (maybe even from a different company, a partner).
Also appreciated from all the different roles is the collaboration with the company: For
example, the participation in an implementation workshop or a co‐creation for the next
product idea. Rewards cannot only be given for emerging ideas, but only for useful
feedback as for example Jovoto does already. Community or jury prizes for the best
collaboration, the best newcomer, the fairest rater etc. can be awarded.
Gamification (8): Some platforms already started with having a gamification part, but do
not bring the maximum out of it. There could be points collected with every idea or
comment submitted for winning a price. OIPs could consider batches that end up in an
award or in fame.
Idea conservation and distribution (9): What happens with not award-winning ideas
today? Unfortunately, they are not used by most of the companies (some browse it from
time to time in an archive), but the innovator cannot continue to use them in a proper
way. Helpful would be an agent, who suggests other platforms for inserting it or to
connect several ideas and revive them.
Mobile application (10): Having the possibility to submit ideas from wherever a user is.
Beside this obvious feature that could increase usability, solutions for smartphones offer
other advantageous possibilities like push notifications. If a new project has started and
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•

•

•

innovators are informed in real time, this could be an advantage for both parties:
Innovators are faster, and companies get more ideas in a shorter time what again turns
into a faster cycle.
Big data and analytics (11): “Data is the new oil!” (Vanian, 2016). Data analytics offers
possibilities for all parties involved: As the intermediary is the data owner; it has a huge
asset that is not used profitably today. There could be algorithms for finding duplicates or
archiving all my entered ideas as an innovator. Why not inserting my idea inserted on
platform X automatically on other appropriate platforms that have projects running? For
companies, the added value could be offered through a better activation and stimulation
of the crowd for increasing the quality of the ideas. Professional combination of current
ideas takes the challenge to another level. The huge number of ideas submitted could be
analyzed and clustered automatically. Suggestions for the awarding or for
implementation happen automatically and reduce therefore the effort done by the
moderators manually. They have a better overview during the ideation phase and can
prepare the next steps already, because a tendency is visible by graphical dashboards. No
boundaries are set for future applications to generate value by data analytics.
Cognitive agents (12): According to the report by Abbate et al. (2015a, p. 5) Open
Innovation 2.0 brings a cognitive process together with cognitive assistants. There will be
Apps that can learn, reason, create connections, and take decision to support entities and
organizations in their different roles. Main target is to connect the knowledge and the
diversity of seekers (companies) with solvers (innovators).
Social Media Integration (13): With the integration of common social media platforms
like Facebook, Twitter, Goggle+, etc. information about OIPs, their projects or submitted
ideas could be better disseminated. With one click, users can share either the project or
your idea inserted with a suitable, predefined text.

Evaluation of the Improvements
As there are many ideas found for the next generation OIP, some emphasis and suggestions will
be made in this section. Which improvement are important and why? Which ones should be
focused on implementing and which ones are not very promising? For the prioritization and the
closing recommendation, two dimensions are analyzed: complexity and value. Complexity on the
y‐axis (see Figure 1) describes the feasibility, how simple or difficult the improvement is regarding
implementation; the time it takes for the implementation as well as how costly it is. Value on the
x‐axis indicates the added value that is being generated after the implementation and how much
impact the improvement has. The value can either be for the innovators (part marked blue in the
dots) or for the companies (part marked green in the dots). Let us assume that whenever value is
generated and visible for either the innovators or the companies, intermediaries benefit as well.
There is one exception: With cognitive agents (see Improvement “Cognitive Agents (12) in
subsection 5.1), intermediary platforms could become obsolete (Abbate et al., 2015a).
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Figure 1: Complexity‐Value Matrix for the Improvements

It is obvious to focus on the improvements that end up in the upper right quadrant. They have a
big impact, bring value and the implementation is easy and takes little effort. Following the shining
stars' improvements in rated detail:
•

•

•

•

“Personal success portfolio (1)”: This feature is very easy to implement, and Atizo for
naming on example, has such a feature already in an early stage in place and is also
assumed in the interviews to generate value (Blaser, 2016b). There is also benefit for the
companies because their platform is promoted.
“Offline‐events and workshops (2)”: This is a classical win‐win situation. Innovators get
more involved and can contribute the companies have more input that is direct and an
outside view of the problem. It is directly linked with “Expand the incentives (7)” where
all parties have committed this to be a great feature.
“Tag and comment ideas (3)”: The effort for the technical implementation is very low but
the interaction is much appreciated by the innovators. During an interview, the companies
view as confirmed regarding the possibility to learn a lot concerning the quality of the
ideas (Blaser, 2016a). Of course, this could be automated as well, but the interaction of
people is an important aspect and can lead to further collaboration as mentioned in
“Offline‐events and workshops (2)”.
“Expand the incentives (7)”. There are two dimensions of rewarding systems as described
in subsection 2.5.1 Motivations for contribution. It depends in what type of relation the
innovator has to the company or to the operator of the platform: If they can be part of it
and help developing products in a collaborative way, people are intrinsically motivated,
because it is fascinating work. They can self-actualize, learn something, and broaden
their horizon. No monetary reward is needed in this case. Otherwise, if there is an
intermediary between the company and the innovator, they do not interact close enough
for being motivated intrinsically. They will need physical awarding for extrinsic
motivation.

With a flexible, revolutionary awarding system that fits to the situation, both aspects are fulfilled.
The rewarding must fit to the company and their needs as well as to the interests of the innovators
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and current trends. Some innovators want to partner, others do not. Some companies can easily
place products as rewards: For example, companies of industries like food and beverages, watches,
automotive, consumer electronic etc. Others like banks, insurances, and services will probably
prefer offering vouchers or a collaboration for something. It depends how the project is described
and advertised. This improvement can be combined with “Tag and comment ideas (3)”. Users are
rewarded if they rate other innovators with their ideas, the moderator of the company or the OIP
itself. This strengthens the interaction, and more traffic leads to a more attractive platform.
“Quick and dirty procedure (9)”: Today, innovators usually only support the execution phase in
the OI process. The companies currently perform all the other process steps. One idea is to enlarge
the innovators tasks. The crowd could diminish tasks of the evaluation phase by rating or pre‐
selecting the best ideas. The moderator of the company gets a better‐prepared and already
preprocessed version of the ideas entered.
There are other arguments for or against the implementation of several of the improvements in the
other quadrants of the matrix: For example, improvement “Mobile Application (10)” was
discussed with two interview partners. None of them had a need for or saw a benefit from a mobile
app. One interviewee says that submitting an idea on a mobile device would be more complicated
because of formatting etc. (Blaser, 2016b). Another interviewee even substantiated, that there is a
mobile app available at their company, but employees are not using it. In fact, not even employees
that are working without a computer are using it, what was the hypothesis for programming it some
years ago (Blaser & Hollinger, 2016). On the contrary, Forrester declares that current mobility
maturity of ideation software is poor and that mobile solutions are relevant in the future (Bieler,
2016). Maybe mobile devices’ main purpose will not be the submission of ideas (at least if it is not
supported with speech entries – see improvement “speech entry (4)”) but push notifications could
be supportive for both parties involved. If there is a new project pushed, innovators are faster on
the platform and companies get more ideas faster, that in turn accelerates the whole process. This
improvement could be combined with “Social Media integration (13)” or “Quick and dirty”
procedure (6)”.
Another reasonable combination for next generation OIPs could be “Personal success portfolio
(1)” with “Social Media integration (13)”: Innovators post their portfolio on social media to get
appraisal. One very revolutionary and radical – even disruptive – improvement in the lower right
quadrant is „Cognitive Agents (12)” The circumstance that seekers (companies) and solvers
(innovators) are matched automatically, could make intermediaries obsolete (Abbate et al., 2015a,
p. 6). This improvement can be combined perfectly with “Speech entry (4)”, “Quick and dirty”
procedure (6)” and “Mobile Application (10)”. Deciding which improvements to implement
depends on how much budget and possibilities the companies / intermediaries have and what target
or goal they are trying to reach.
Conclusions
Open innovation is and is becoming increasingly important for companies. A faster time to market
and an involvement of the customer in an early stage of product‐ or service development are the
advantages of integrating resources from outside the company. OIPs bring companies and
innovators together and act as intermediaries. When examining these platforms, it is noticeable
that the functionality and possibilities are very similar. New functionalities could help to attract
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attention to and bring advantages for the platform, innovators and companies. Already minor
improvements, like saving drafts, better social media integration or an adaption of the incentives
could bring enhancements. Incentives for contributing in the community could also bring a better
interaction between the innovators and generate an additional value. Compared to established
software providers, the great advantage of such software is the flexibility to adopt it to the situation
of the company with its processes and systems. Flexibility could help web platforms to support the
needs of the companies and innovators regarding the process and rewards. The integration of
cognitive agents could innovate the market. Perhaps there is no need any more for an intermediary
between a company and the innovators in the future. An early concernment from the intermediaries
of this topic could be a chance to possibly integrate cognitive agents and use them for their own
advantage. The popularity of the platforms is directly dependent of a continuous flow of
challenging and interesting projects as well as a large community and the possibility to adopt the
requirements of the companies.
There are numerous possibilities for future research. Obviously one could do a similar research
regarding for other types of platforms, for example marketplace or company internal platforms.
The imaginable improvements described in Subsection 5.1 are all based on interviews, self‐
experience or other research papers. A very interesting future research is to validate the described
features with prototypes. This is the recommended next logical step for continuing this work. As
mentioned by Abbate (Abbate et al., 2015b), cognitive agents like Siri or Amazon Echo will have
an influence on OIPs. Are the intermediaries endangered in the future because cognitive agents
take over? Furthermore, it is not clear today, how new platforms with this technology could look
like or how innovators or companies accept this type of platform and interaction.
Another interesting research direction could be a usability study investigating whether a mobile
application or a redesign of the process increases the quality and number of ideas or range of
challenges and the platform. During the interviews, the need of a mobile application to contribute
to the platform was not considered as that important. Nevertheless, perhaps in combination with
speech entry or just to interact with the community could be very interesting. For that, a prototype
or mockup tested by a focus group could gather interesting insights. In the field of motivation and
contribution to such platforms was done a lot of research. A possible further research directions
could measure the satisfaction with other incentives and rewarding models or examine new
revenue streams that could be generated in the future because of the new collaboration and working
models.
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